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Introduc)on: Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have the poten7al to restore speech in individuals who have lost the 
ability to speak due to ALS, stroke, or brain injury [1,2]. Intracor7cal BCIs have shown promise for high accuracy 
communica7on through aIempted handwri7ng [3] and point-and-click typing [4], but these communica7on speeds 
are s7ll slower than natural speech. Intelligible speech synthesis from a BCI has not yet been demonstrated. Here, 
we present ongoing progress in developing a neural decoder for speech synthesis using intracor7cal signals. 

Material, Methods and Results: Neural ac7vity was recorded from BrainGate2 clinical trial par7cipant ‘T5’ (65 year-
old male who has tetraplegia and intact speech) by implan7ng two Utah microelectrode arrays in dorsal (hand) motor 
cortex (originally for hand BCI studies) with a total of 192 electrodes (Fig 1a). We recorded neural ac7vity and speech 
audio from 100 open-loop BCI trials (87 mins of speech) while T5 read out loud long passages.  
    We developed two mul7-layered recurrent neural network decoders to (1) synthesize speech con7nuously and (2) 
decode ar7culatory kinema7cs from intracor7cal ac7vity. To synthesize speech, we trained the decoder to es7mate 
low-dimensional spectral and pitch features of speech from the corresponding spike band power of intracor7cal 
ac7vity every 10 ms.  We used the LPCNet vocoder to reconstruct audible speech from these speech features [5]. For 
es7ma7ng ar7culatory kinema7cs, we first used an acous7c-to-ar7culatory inversion model [6] to es7mate 
kinema7cs trajectories of 18 ar7culator parameters during speech and then trained a separate RNN decoder to 
predict these kinema7cs from neural ac7vity. 

 
Figure 1.  (a) Speech BCI framework. (b) Speech synthesis from dorsal motor cortex. (c) Kinematics decoding for 6 example articulators.   
    Offline speech synthesis from dorsal motor cortex ac7vity yielded correla7ons of r = 0.75 ± 0.02 between the true 
speech and synthesized speech in 40 Mel spectrum bands (Fig 1b). We obtained a correla7on of r = 0.42 ± 0.02 
between the 18 target (es7mated from audio) and decoded ar7culatory kinema7cs degrees-of-freedom (Fig 1c).  

Discussion: Our neural decoder was able to synthesize speech offline with state-of-the-art accuracy. However, the 
reconstructed speech was not reliably intelligible, presumably due to low SNR for speech in the hand motor cortex. 
We view this work as a step towards developing intracor7cal speech BCIs recording from canonical speech brain 
areas, which may prove beneficial due to its poten7ally high SNR. We explored how a popula7on of single neurons 
can predict ar7culatory kinema7cs, which could also be used for synthesizing speech using a vocal tract simulator. 

Significance: We present a novel decoder framework towards developing closed loop intracor7cal speech BCIs for 
enabling high-speed natural and emo7ve communica7on. Future work will adapt the decoder to synthesize speech 
for people who cannot speak by genera7ng synthe7c voice data aligned to their neural ac7vity for training. Our 
approach is language-agnos7c and does not require a restricted vocabulary, facilita7ng general-purpose 
communica7on and mul7language adapta7on. 
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